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i tested boot camp performance on my macbook air with a 2 ghz i7, 8 gb
of memory and 1 gb graphics. the only noticeable difference is that i
have to wait for the program to load before it starts. once it starts, it

runs very well with no problems or slow down. with boot camp
performance, i'm getting very good throughput of 7 mb/sec and with no

problems. in vm fusion, the throughput was 6 mb/sec with some
problems loading the 802.11 pages. i don't know if that was due to the
vm or vmware, but i would be happy to know for future reference. i did

run the site survey test and got results of 5.4 mb/sec. ekahau
recommends that 802.11 site survey software be run in boot camp, and
that they update their software to support this. i have not been able to
find any technical reason for why this would be the case. i did not run a

test, but i see no reason why the site survey tool would not work in a
vm. i wish this would be much simpler. but my wlan tools do not have a
3g option, and only wifi. ekahau does not know about the 3g option. i

tried the 3g option on my mobile to test it. it worked, but i was not able
to use the proxim adapter with the mobile. when i tried to connect with
the mobile, the mobile was not available, and the proxim adapter could
not detect it. i then removed the mobile from the test. i tried to use the
ekahau usb adapter with a mobile, and ekahau reports that it did not
work. ekahau could not explain why it does not work. they told me to

test with only wifi. i tried ekahau with only wifi, and i did not get any of
the features, only basic site survey.
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